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Abstract

This chapter provides an updated overview about the chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments present in olive fruits and their products, table olive, and olive oil. The metabolism of these pigments during growth and ripening of the olive fruit is described. General aspects related to photosynthetic tissues and non-carotenogenic fruits, varieties and the presence of exclusive pigments, the total pigment content, and their relative proportions are highlighted. Chlorophyll and carotenoid changes during the processing of green table olives according to the main styles of preparation are described. Different reaction mechanisms depending on the removal of the bitter components by alkaline hydrolysis or by slow diffusion in brine, as well as the development of the fermentation process, are discussed. The chlorophyll degradation associated with the green staining alteration is specifically mentioned. Changes in the pigment profiles and in their concentrations associated with the virgin olive oil (VOO) elaboration are also described. Recent research works related to thermal degradation kinetics and prediction mathematical model for VOO storage are summarized. The role of the chlorophylls in the photo-oxidation of VOO is also pointed out. Finally, the pigment profiles as authenticity and freshness indices for VOO quality are emphasized.
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1. Introduction

The olive fruit (Olea europaea L.) is a small drupe that has a long ripening period involving important color changes. There are numerous varieties of olives, which are classified into three categories according to their use: table olives, oil extraction, or both purposes. Olive fruit contains...
water (60–70%), lipids (10–25%), sugars (3–6%), fiber (1–4%), proteins (1–3%), and other minor compounds, such as hydrocarbons, biophenols, terpenes, sterols, alcohols, chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments, and volatile compounds, which are responsible for the unique characteristics of its products [1]. The quality of table olives and olive oil depend on the chemical composition and physical properties of the fruit, and this in turn is principally related to the olive variety, degree of fruit ripeness, environmental conditions, growing region, and processing and storage techniques. These factors influence the color of the table olive and olive oil, which is one of the most important quality attributes for products from the olive tree. In the case of the olive oil, the importance of the color, and the applicable legislation and regulation, has been discussed, and the different approaches (visual and instrumental methods) used for color measurements have been reviewed in depth [2].

Chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments are the compounds mainly responsible for the color of green table olives and virgin olive oil. Information about the influence of olive varieties on the chlorophyll composition in olives, as well as about the influence of agronomic and technological factors, and of storage on the chlorophylls in olive oil, can be found in a review article [3]. The study of chlorophylls and their structural transformations in olive is very complex. The high lipid content of the olive (15–30%) is a great obstacle in isolating chlorophylls and their derivatives and interferes with any analysis of these liposoluble pigments. Saponification is the technique mainly used for the removal of fatty matter but it cannot be used when analyzing chlorophylls, which are destroyed by alkali. The first detailed studies on pigment composition in olives and their food products started at the end of the 1980s. At that time, a liquid-phase extraction method was developed for obtaining a pigment extract from olive fruit, free of fatty matter [4]. Nowadays, different methodologies for the simultaneous analysis of chlorophyllic and carotenoid compounds in olive oil have been described. The growing interest in this subject initiated the inclusion of a new chapter [5] in the second edition of a recently published handbook of olive oil. It provides essential information about different chromatographic methodologies for the analysis of chlorophyllic and carotenoid pigments in olive oil and includes general aspects about these pigments. Information concerning the presence of chlorophyllic and carotenoid pigments in fruit and olive oil and their possible use for determining the genuineness and correct processing of VOO can be found in broad outline, together with some researches related to kinetic studies of thermodegradation of pigments [5].

A great number of studies that include the chlorophyll and carotenoid contents of olive oil can be found in the bibliography. However, many of them provide only total data of each fraction of pigments obtained by a direct determination from the absorption spectra of the olive oil dissolved in cyclohexane [6]. In the case of green table olive, there are numerous works that determine the surface color of the olive by instrumental methods, but the pigments responsible for that color are not studied in most of them. This chapter is intended to provide detailed information about the chlorophyllic and carotenoid pigments present in olives, table olive, and olive oil. Essential, specific, and updated information related to the pigments composition responsible for the color of green table olive and olive oil and their application as indices of authenticity, freshness, and quality for their different commercial products is gathered in one manuscript.
2. Metabolism of chlorophylls and carotenoids in olive fruits

2.1. Growth

The chlorophyllic and carotenoid profiles of olives are similar in general terms for all varieties (with the exception of the Arbequina variety). The chlorophyllic fraction is mainly composed of chlorophyll \(a\) and chlorophyll \(b\) forms, although allomerized chlorophylls, such as 13-hydroxy and 15-hydroxy-lactone derivatives, are also detected in smaller quantities (Figure 1) [7-9]. In the carotenoid fraction, lutein represents the major carotenoid present in olives and is the only representative of the \(\beta, \epsilon\) series of carotenoids. The other carotenoids present in olives belong to the \(\beta, \beta\) series and include \(\beta\)-carotene, violaxanthin, neoxanthin, antheraxanthin, and \(\beta\)-cryptoxanthin (Figure 2). Lutein, \(\beta\)-carotene, violaxanthin, and neoxanthin constitute more than 95% of the carotenoids present in olives and are the characteristic carotenoids of the green fruit [10]. When light intensity is high, violaxanthin is transformed via antheraxanthin to zeaxanthin [11]. However, zeaxanthin has not been identified at any stage of the growth or maturation of olives [12-16]. In parallel, and independently of the high fat content of the fruit, the xanthophylls of the olive fruit remain unesterified [4], indicating that the chloroplast remains intact [17].

Figure 1. Chlorophyll derivatives present in the olive fruit. Dashed frame indicates the major pigments.

From a quantitative point of view, olive varieties can be divided into three groups: those categorized as high pigmentation, such as the Hojiblanca or Picual varieties, with more than 350 mg pigment per kg dry weight in the green fruit; varieties with an intermediate content, such as Cornicabra, with more than 250 mg pigment per kg dry weight; and varieties characterized as low pigmentation, such as Arbequina and Blanqueta types, with a pigment content lower than 100 mg/kg dry weight in the green fruit [18]. Commonly, the ratio of total chlorophylls to total carotenoids in thylakoids is maintained between 3 and 4 for the majority of the varieties analyzed [19], although varieties have been described that exhibit a higher chlorophyllic content: Gordal [12], Frantoio, Koroneiki, and Coratina [15]. In any case, the maturation period of the fruit implicates higher rates of degradation for the chlorophyllic fraction than for the carotenoid fraction [19]. As a consequence, the ratio of chlorophyll/carotenoid decreases as maturation advances [12, 15, 16, 20]. The chlorophyll \(a\)/chlorophyll \(b\) ratio is an indirect measure of the packing density of the thylakoids in the chloroplast. In the olive fruit, this ratio...
is usually in the range of 3–4 [12, 18] for the majority of the varieties analyzed. Fruits of the Arbequina [18] and Koroneiki [15] varieties are exceptional in that they have values close to 5, implying that they show relatively fewer antenna complexes.

Figure 2. Biosynthetic pathway of carotenoids presents in the olive fruit.

Few studies have investigated the biosynthesis of chlorophylls and carotenoids during the olive’s growth period. Roca and Minguez-Mosquera [8, 20] specifically studied the evolution of the content of the major chlorophylls and carotenoids in the Hojiblanca, Picual, and Arbequina varieties during the growth period, which lasts for 12–16 weeks. The biosynthesis curve of both fractions exhibited a continuous increase in the first phases of the period, and later remained constant—at different levels depending on the variety—until the fruit had completely developed. Studies of the individual carotenoids show that the concentration of lutein remains constant during the growth period of the three varieties of fruits. Lutein has the highest percentage of the four basic carotenoids that constitute the “universal chloroplast,” confirming it is vital in photosynthesis. In terms of the β, β series carotenoids, β-carotene is the precursor. The fluctuations of β-carotene’s line of evolution [20] correspond to those of the carotenoids whose formation depends directly or indirectly on the synthesis of this molecule. As a consequence of the biosynthetic process, the composition of carotenoids in green olives is 50–55% lutein, 20–23% β-carotene, 12% violaxanthin, 8% neoxanthin, and 2% antheraxanthin.

2.2. Maturation

Carotenoids are associated with the chlorophylls of photosynthetic tissues, and for that reason, the majority of olive fruits are green color when unripe. As the stage of ripening advance, the photosynthetic activity decreases and the chlorophylls are degraded. The carotenoids associated with these compounds are usually catabolized at the same time (non-carotenogenic fruit)
or may remain constant. Alternatively, as a result of the new synthesis of carotenoids, the concentration of carotenoids may even increase (carotenogenic fruit). The olive, like other fruits whose maturation is associated with the synthesis of anthocyanins or betalains [10], is classified as a non-carotenogenic fruit. In such cases, the typical pattern of carotenoids in the chloroplast does not change during maturation. Nevertheless, the rate of degradation of each of the chloroplast carotenoids can vary significantly, and so the relative proportions of the carotenoids in a mature chloroplast may be modified.

The maturation period of the olive usually begins in November or December and has a duration of 4–6 weeks, depending on the variety. The degradation process of chlorophylls and carotenoids during the maturation phase of the olive fruit has been studied in many varieties: Gordal [12], Hojiblanca, Picual, Blanqueta, Cornicabra [8, 20], Farga [14], Coratina, Frantoio, Koroneiki [15], and Sikitita [16]. For all of the varieties studied, the profile of chlorophylls and carotenoids of olives do not change qualitatively during the maturation process. The first enzyme implicated in the degradation of chlorophylls in fruits is chlorophyllase, which is responsible for elimination of the phytol chain, generating chlorophyllides [21]. Dephyltylated derivatives are subsequently degraded to colorless compounds (Figure 1), and therefore, in most fruits, dephytylated chlorophylls do not usually accumulate [22]. However, in the profile of certain olive varieties—Arbequina and Blanqueta—an accumulation of dephytylated chlorophyllic derivatives (chlorophyllides and pheophorbides) has been detected during the maturation period exclusively, as a consequence of high chlorophyllase activity [8, 9]. Likewise, an accumulation of certain oxidized chlorophyll derivatives (13\_2\_hydroxy and 15\_1\_hydroxy-lactone chlorophylls, Figure 1) has been detected in the transition period from growth to maturation in the chlorophyllic profile of the Arbequina variety of olives only [8]. Such an accumulation is due to the high peroxidase activity unique for the thylakoids of this variety [23]. These chlorophyll derivatives during the maturation of specific olive varieties are usually transferred to the corresponding single-variety oils and can be used as a parameter of authenticity.

During the period of maturation, olive fruits undergo a gradual and progressive degradation of all the carotenoids, of both the β, β and β, ε series. The degradation kinetics for the main carotenoids have been analyzed during the maturation of the Hojiblanca and Picual olive varieties [20]. In both varieties, lutein was degraded the slowest, followed by antheraxanthin, and then β-carotene and neoxanthin, with similar values. Violaxanthin was the most rapidly degraded carotenoid. As a clear exception, olive fruits of the Arbequina and Sikitita varieties have a carotenogenic profile. For these varieties, as the chlorophylls are catabolized, the synthesis of preexisting or new carotenoids is underway during ripening. In carotenogenic fruits—in which β-carotene, lutein, violaxanthin, and neoxanthin are the major types of chloroplast carotenoids—the carotenoid pattern is gradually transformed, and in some cases it becomes more complex, to a pattern more typical of chromoplasts. In the fruits of the Arbequina [24] and Sikitita [16] varieties exclusively, in addition to the typical carotenoids of green chloroplasts, esterified xanthophylls, particularly neoxanthin and violaxanthin, accumulate during the maturation phase. In the first stage of maturation, net increases of the concentrations of lutein, β-carotene, violaxanthin, and antheraxanthin are observed in the
Arbequina fruits, while the content of esterified xanthophylls gradually increases in a continuous manner during the entire period [13].

Investigations on the carotenogenic processes that take place during the ripening of certain fruits have generally been developed using species in which the biosynthetic process is very intense, like tomatoes [25] or peppers [26]. In contrast to the chloroplasts, where a similar set of carotenoids are found in distinct plant species, the chromoplasts have been found to accumulate an enormous diversity of new carotenoids in some cases [27]. The carotenogenic process is expressed at a low level in the olive fruits of the Arbequina variety, with significant punctual, albeit slight, increments of carotenoids. The identification of a progressive accumulation of esterified xanthophylls in the olive fruits during the maturation stages confirms the carotenogenic nature of this variety. The esterification of xanthophylls takes place exclusively for de novo carotenoids synthesized in chromoplasts but not in chloroplasts. This esterification increases the lipophilic nature of the carotenoids, contributing to their accumulation in the plastoglobuli. In this sense, it's plausible to hypothesize that a certain fraction of chloroplasts of the olive fruits of the Arbequina variety will evolve into chromoplasts rather than be transformed into gerontoplasts during maturation.

As a consequence of the specific metabolism of each olive variety, the percentage contribution of each carotenoid in the ripe olive fruit is highly dependent on the variety. In a model variety such as Hojiblanca, due to the relative differences in their degradation, the carotenoid profile of the mature fruit is enriched in lutein (reaching some 70% of the total carotenoid content). This occurs at the expense of a lower representation of the other carotenoids, namely β-carotene, violaxanthin, neoxanthin, and antheraxanthin, whose percentages in the ripe fruit are reduced with respect to the immature fruit. In the fruits of the Arbequina variety exclusively, maturation does not involve an increase in the proportion of lutein (as a consequence of the carotenogenic process), and the same relative proportion of lutein is maintained in the green fruit (around 50%); whereas β-carotene and neoxanthin are found in lower levels and higher proportions of violaxanthin and antheraxanthin are found in the mature fruit of Arbequina. The differences in the carotenoid metabolism of Arbequina olives with respect to other varieties are seen in the significant differences in the carotenoid content of the respective oils. In fact, carotenoid profiles have become useful parameters to authenticate monovarietal virgin olive oils (Section 4.4) [28].

3. Chlorophylls and carotenoids in table olives

Table olives are, together with olive oil, one of the most traditional foods of the Mediterranean diet. There are many different treatments for the preparation of table olives, with a common characteristic being the removal of the glucoside oleuropein, responsible for the extreme bitterness of the olive fruit [29]. According to the degree of ripeness of the fresh fruit, table olives are classified as green olives, turning color, or black olives [30]. The green color of olives is due to the chloroplastic pigments: chlorophylls and carotenoids [4], whereas for black ripe olives, the color is mainly due to anthocyanins that are synthesized during the ripening of the
fruit [31]. The color of table olives is one of the most important sensory attributes assessed by consumers and is considered as an important quality index. This section will examine the different aspects of the pigments responsible for the color of green table olives.

3.1. Pigment changes during the processing of table olives

Green table olives are prepared with fruits harvested during the ripening period, prior to coloring and when they have reached normal size [30]. At this time, the color of the fruits varies between green and yellowish-green, and once processed can vary from green to straw-yellow. As stated above, the color of green olives is due to the presence of chlorophylls \(a\) and \(b\), and the typical chloroplastic carotenoids, namely lutein, \(\beta\)-carotene, violaxanthin, neoxanthin, and antheraxanthin [4, 12]. In addition, small amounts of the chlorophyll derivatives \(13^\circ\)-OH-chlorophylls \(a\) and \(b\), and the carotenoid \(\beta\)-cryptoxanthin are frequently present [7, 8, 18, 32, 33].

The main green table olive preparation is the so-called Spanish or Seville style. The processing consists of treating the fruits with a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide to increase the skin permeability and remove the bitter glucoside oleuropein. Olives are then washed with tap water and placed in brine, where spontaneous lactic acid fermentation takes place [29, 34]. These processing conditions provoke several transformations of the chloroplastic pigments present in the fresh fruit that are desirable to obtain the characteristic and appreciated golden-yellow coloration of Spanish-style green table olives. Traditionally, the olive fermentation was done in small containers with capacities about 150–300 kg. During the processing of table olives
according to the traditional Spanish style, chlorophylls (a and b) are totally transformed to pheophytins and pheophorbides, both with grey-brownish colors, by two different and coexisting mechanisms: one enzymatic and the other chemical (Figure 3A) [35–37]. Firstly, a proportion of the chlorophylls are transformed into chlorophyllides by the action of chlorophyllase during the period prior to the start of the fermentation process. Afterwards, the acidic pH resulting from the lactic fermentation leads to the replacement of the Mg\(^{2+}\) ion by 2 H\(^+\) in the remaining chlorophylls (which have not been dephytylated by the action of chlorophyllase) and chlorophyllides, causing the formation of pheophytins and pheophorbides, respectively (Figure 4). The degradation of chlorophylls to pheophytins and chlorophyllides to pheophorbides follows first-order kinetics with respect to the pigment concentration [37].

The alkaline treatment of the olive fruits does not produce any change in the carotenoid pigments since they are alkali-stable compounds [38]. However, the subsequent decrease of the pH during the fermentation process affects some carotenoids whose molecular structures are sensitive to the acid medium (Figure 5). This is the case for carotenoids with 5,6-epoxy groups, which are transformed to 5,8-furanoid groups in acidic conditions (Figure 6). Therefore, during the fermentation phase of olives, violaxanthin, with two 5,6-epoxy groups, is first transformed into luteoxanthin, with one 5,6-epoxy group and one 5,8-furanoid group; finally, both pigments give rise to auroxanthin with two 5,8-furanoid groups. In a similar reaction, neoxanthin and antheraxanthin, both with one 5,6-epoxy group in their structure, are transformed to their 5,8-furanoid derivatives, neochrome and mutatoxanthin, respectively (Figure 5). The transformation of violaxanthin and neoxanthin to auroxanthin and neochrome, respectively, follows first-order kinetics with respect to pigment concentration [39]. Thus, during the processing of Spanish-style table olives, the concentrations of violaxanthin, neoxanthin, and antheraxanthin diminish progressively while those of auroxanthin, neochrome, and mutatoxanthin increase. In the case of lutein and β-carotene, their concentrations remain constant during the complete process. The total content of the chlorophyll and

---

**Figure 4.** Structural comparison between chlorophylls (a and b) and their main derivatives found in table olives or virgin olive oil.
Carotenoid pigments also remain unchanged, indicating the absence of oxidative reactions that would degrade these compounds to uncolored products [35, 37, 39].

Figure 5. Transformation of carotenoids during the table olive fermentation process or the virgin olive oil elaboration.

Figure 6. Transformation of carotenoids with 5,6-epoxy group to carotenoids with 5,8-furanoid group.

Actually, the use of large fermenters, with 10,000–12,000 kg capacity, and some innovations introduced in the traditional system of Spanish-style processing, such as the reuse of sodium hydroxide solution and brines, decreased fruit washes to reduce the volume of wastewaters, addition of culture initiators with recirculation, etc. [34], have partially modified the mechanism of chlorophyll degradation (Figure 3B). In these cases, the chlorophyllase activity is not promoted and the alkaline treatment of the olives provokes oxidative reactions that affect the chlorophyll isocyclic ring, producing allomerized chlorophylls with chlorin (series a)- and rhodin (series b)-type structures (Figure 4) [33, 40]. During the fermentation process, those allomerized compounds (Mg-15\(^2\)-Me-phytol-chlorin \(e_s\) ester and Mg-15\(^2\)-Me-phytol-rhodin \(g_s\) ester) are transformed to their corresponding Mg-free derivatives; meanwhile, the minor amounts of pheophorbides (a and b), pyropheophytins (a and b), and pyropheophorbide a are also formed. Moreover, a slow but progressive decrease in the concentration of the chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments takes place at the end of the process, indicating that a certain proportion of these pigments are degraded to colorless products.

In addition to the Spanish-style table olives, there are other trade preparations of green olives, which are also highly appreciated by consumers. Among them, natural green olives, which are directly fermented in brine without any alkaline treatment, are popular. In this type of table
olive elaboration, the main pigment transformations that take place are those due to the acid pH originated by the fermentation process, and no chlorophyll derivatives with chlorin- or rhodin-type structure are formed (Figure 3C) [33]. A particular type of Natural green olive is the Protected Designation of Origin Aloreña de Málaga. This is a seasoned table olive specialty that includes an initial cracking of the fruits. During the cracking process, free organic acids are released, promoting a slight transformation of chlorophylls to pheophytins and some isomerization of violaxanthin and antheraxanthin to their respective 5,8-furanoid isomers [32]. Moreover, some cellular rupture is also provoked, favoring the contact between endogenous chlorophyllase enzyme and chlorophylls, and giving rise to small amounts of pheophorbide a. Subsequently, the reactions of chlorophylls and carotenoids catalyzed by acids continue as the fruits remain in brine.

There are other green table olive specialties whose elaboration includes an alkaline treatment but no lactic fermentation phase, and to which are given a particular name in each producing country. Such is the case of the Castelvetrano-style table olive from Sicily, which has been used as a model to study the changes undergone by the chloroplastic pigments in the preparations of these specialties. In the processing of Castelvetrano-style table olives, the fruits are subjected to a high alkaline pH (pH 10–11) during 10–15 days. As a consequence, the chlorophyll pigments are transformed by solvolysis reactions that affect the isocyclic ring of the chlorophyll structures (Figures 3D and 4), such as those that take place during the alkaline treatment of Spanish-style table olives. The absence of a fermentation process for these specialties of table olive does not lead to any acid-catalyzed reactions, and neither Mg-chlorophyll derivatives nor carotenoid isomers with 5,8-furanoid groups is formed [41]. As a result, this type of table olive is bright green in color, which is one of its most highly valued features. Unfortunately, this appreciated color is highly unstable and easily degraded to yellowish colorations with time, or due to the thermal treatments that are frequently used to prolong the shelf life of the product. To maintain a permanent green color, the food colorant E-141ii is sometimes added, although this practice is not permitted in the European Union or the United States of America [42, 43]. The E-141ii colorant is a mixture of various compounds, most of them with Cu-chlorin-type structures, which are formed by alkaline hydrolysis of natural chlorophyll with the subsequent addition of copper salt. An analytical procedure for the detection of the color adulteration of green table olives with the E-141ii colorant has been developed [44]. In commercial green table olives with striking bright green color, and labeled both as “green olives in soda” and Castelvetrano-style, great presence of metallochlorophyll complexes of Cu has been also detected (private reports requested by table olive industries, 2005–2010), and amounts up to 90% of the total chlorophyll pigments have been estimated [45]. These Cu-chlorophyll complexes are structurally different from those that make up the E-141ii colorant, and they can be generated during the industrial processing of food by adding Cu salts, such as CuCl$_2$ or CuSO$_4$ [46]. The formation of the same Cu–chlorophyll complexes, but with endogenous copper of the fruits, has been demonstrated in Spanish-style table olives of the Gordal variety affected by the alteration known as green staining (Section 3.2). In the case of Castelvetrano-style table olives, the processing method does not cause the formation of Cu–chlorophyll complexes by itself [41]. The intense alkaline treatment of the process provokes a high degree of cell damage in the olive that allows certain level of complexation between...
chlorophyll derivatives and endogenous copper of the fruit during its shelf life under different systems of conservation (acid brine, sterilization, and pasteurization), but the amounts formed are not enough to re-green the product [47]. This result leads to the suspicion that the high proportion of Cu–chlorophyll complexes detected in samples of commercial bright green table olives, which reaches up to 90% of the total chlorophylls, is due to a fraudulent addition of Cu salts, which are only permitted as minerals to fortify foods [48] and not as food additives [49].

3.2. Green staining alteration

The Gordal olive is one of the most important table olive varieties at the international trade level [29]. For a long time, this olive variety has been affected by the occasional appearance of green spots on the surface of the table olives processed according to the Spanish style, with this problem known as green staining alteration. This alteration is seen as brilliant green spots of different sizes distributed over the olive surface, which contrast with the natural olive-green color of the fermented fruit. Several studies carried out to investigate this color alteration have shown that various copper–chlorophyll derivatives are the pigments responsible for the appearance of green spots. The main metallochlorophyll complexes that have been identified in the green staining alteration are copper complexes of chlorophyll derivatives with chlorin- and rhodin-type structures, which are formed during Spanish-style table olive processing, as well as copper complexes of pheophytin a and pyropheophytin a [50, 51]. These copper complexes are formed stepwise, in such a way that new metallochlorophyll compounds are detected as the fruits become more affected. In addition, the concentrations of the copper complexes increase progressively as the alteration spreads over the surface of the processed olive [52]. In relation to the copper involved in the green staining alteration, it has been shown that it comes from the fruit itself, rather than from exogenous origin [50] and that the pectin chains of the fruit might be the source of the copper [53]. The existence of a great loss of cell integrity in the zone of the olive with green spots is related to the contact of the copper with the chlorophyll derivatives [54].

4. Chlorophylls and carotenoids in virgin olive oil

According to the International Olive Council [55], 90% of the total annual production of olives is used for producing olive oil. Virgin olive oil (VOO) is a natural food product that is obtained solely from the olive fruit (*Olea europaea* L.). Its production is more than just a simple process of extraction and physical separation; during the crushing and malaxation stages, a complex biochemical changes takes place, which are important for both the quality and composition of the final product (Figure 7) [56]. Chlorophylls and carotenoids in VOO are determined by the initial pigment composition of the olive fruit, its chemical or enzymatic transformations at the different stages of their elaboration and its transfer to the oil phase. Malaxation and coalescence processes generate an oil emulsion containing water from the olive fruit as well as the water added during the extraction procedure, leaving a certain amount of dispersed oil that is not recoverable and will be lost with the extraction byproducts (“alperujo” in Figure 7). The qualitative and quantitative composition of the minor components of VOO are fundamentally
related with the efficiency of the malaxation process and are determined by the rheological properties of the olive paste as well as the variables of the operation. A range of parameters, including the time and temperature of malaxation, atmosphere in contact with the olive paste, and the addition of warm water and/or technological co-adjuvants, determine the equilibrium between the quality and quantity of the VOO extracted [57, 58].

**Figure 7.** Changes and transfer of pigments in the processing of olive fruits to obtain olive oils and olive pomace oil. *Indicates optional activities. Fruit pretreatments could include destoning or some emerging technologies such as electric pulses, microwaves, ultrasonic, or thermal conditioning. Darker rectangle indicates commercial categories.

### 4.1. Transfer and changes of pigments from the olive fruit to olive oil

The composition of pigments in VOO is influenced by factors that affect the fruit, such as the olive variety [14, 15, 18, 24, 59–63], the ripening degree [20, 64–66], or the growth conditions, like irrigation [67], as well as the specific conditions employed in each industrial oil extraction.
process [28, 60, 67–71]. For the pigments, the key stage of the oil extraction process is malaxation of the olive paste, during which the pigments are transferred from the crushed plant tissue to the oil. To obtain olive oil, ripe fruits—purple-black in color—are used due to their higher fat content. The chlorophyllic and carotenoid compounds are the only pigments transferred from the thylakoid membranes to the oil phase because of their lipophilic nature, and they are responsible for the characteristic yellowish-green color of the oil. The anthocyanins, which are responsible for the dark coloration of the ripe fruit, are retained in the aqueous phase (alperujo) due to their hydrophilic nature. As the chlorophyllic and carotenoid pigments are transferred to the oil phase, they undergo a series of structural transformations that are inherent to the oil extraction process. These changes are influenced by the liberation of acids to the medium, oxygenation, and the greater accessibility of the substrates and enzymes, including those of the seed—since the fruit is ground with the pit. In the chlorophyllic fraction, the main reaction that occurs is the pheophytinization of chlorophylls, in which the chelated Mg ion is substituted for two hydrogen ions. A certain amount of allomerization also occurs, albeit to a lesser extent, generating 13\(^2\)-hydroxy and 15\(^1\)-hydroxy-lactone chlorophyll derivatives and pheophytins (Figure 1), in addition to the oxidative ring-opening of porphyrin macrocycles with the formation of uncolored derivatives. Accessibility of the chlorophyllase enzyme to chlorophyllic substrates during the grinding and mixing of the olive paste can, depending on the variables of the operation, provoke the enzymatic de-esterification of the phytol chains and gives rise to chlorophyllides, which in acidic conditions substitute the Mg ion and generate pheophorbides (Figure 1). The presence of de-esterified chlorophyll derivatives in VOO is exclusive for the olive varieties with high chlorophyllase activity, such as Arbequina, Blanqueta, and Koroneiki [15, 59, 72], and therefore, they can be used as chemical markers for the determination of the varietal origin of the VOO. In the carotenoid fraction, the most common reaction is the formation of 5,8-furanoid isomers, although the formation of Z/E (cis-trans) isomers and the degradation to uncolored products are also frequent [28, 59, 64, 72].

The pigment profile inherent to VOO consists of chlorophyll a and b, lutein, β-carotene, and the minor xanthophylls violoxanthin, neoxanthin, antheraxanthin, and β-cryptoxanthin that originate from the fresh olive fruit, together with pheophytin a and b and the 5,8-furanoid xanthophylls (luteoxanthin, auroxanthin, neochrome, and mutatoxanthin), which are formed during the oil extraction process [59, 64]. Traces of allomerized chlorophyll derivatives, and in certain varieties, some exclusive pigments such as de-esterified chlorophyll derivatives, α-carotene, or esterified xanthophylls may also be found (Figure 8) [59]. The olive variety and the ripening degree of the olive fruits are factors that significantly affect the content and percentage composition of pigments in VOO. The specific metabolism of pigments for each olive variety (Section 2.2) allows a differentiation according to the total pigment content, the percentage of violaxanthin, and the percentage of lutein. These parameters have been successfully used as model indicators to classify VOO varieties of Spanish origin [28]. Likewise, the generalized reduction of pigment concentrations as maturation progresses and the higher rate of degradation of the chlorophyllic fraction are directly reflected by the tone and intensity of color of the VOO, which can vary across the production campaign from intense green to light yellow [6].
From a quantitative point of view, the main modification that occurs during oil extraction is the considerable reduction in the ratio of total chlorophylls to total carotenoids as the pigments pass from the fruit to the oil. A mass balance of the extraction process reveals that despite the lipophilic nature of these pigments, their transfer to the oil phase is only partial; a part of these pigments is retained in the alperujo while another part is oxidized to colorless products (Figure 7). A higher percentage of carotenoids are transferred to the oil phase than chlorophyllic pigments; this explains why the ratio between the two fractions is lower in the oil than in the fruit. These differences mainly lie in the lower retention of carotenoids in the alperujo, with around 25% of total carotenoids retained, whereas the retention of chlorophylls can reach a level up to 60%. The percentage of pigments that are oxidized to colorless products has been estimated to be between 20 and 25% for both pigment fractions [64, 65].

Each portion of pigments that is transferred to the oil, remains in the alperujo, or is degraded to colorless compounds, is different and this variability depends on the technological innovations introduced at each stage of the extraction process. Some techniques permit the processing of less mature olive fruits, such as thermal treatments with warm air [73], or a water bath [74–76], and their use allows the production campaign to start earlier in the season. These techniques can also decrease the stability to some extent, modulate the intensity of bitterness and lead to an increase in pigmentation of the VOO. Pitted olives produce oils with optimal qualitative characteristics, with increased content of volatile compounds and phenols; yet pitting has a negative effect on the transfer of chlorophylls and carotenoids, leading to the production of oil with a less intense color [77, 78]. During malaxation, it has been observed...
that as the mixing time and temperature are increased in an optimal range between 20 and 30°C, the pigment concentration in the oil is greater [79–81] due to a larger release from the plant tissue [79]. For temperatures higher than 30°C, further increase in the pigment concentration is not observed, due to the thermal destruction of the pigments [69, 79]. The use of extraction co-adjuvants that generally improve the yield of oil, like plant enzymes with pectinolytic, cellulolytic, and hemicellulolytic activities [69], micronized talc [67], or common salt (NaCl) [82], also produce oils that are richer in pigments, although the only additives authorized for VOO extraction by the EU are those of physical action such as micronized natural talc and kaolinite clay [83].

4.2. Thermal degradation kinetics

Olive oil will deteriorate over time even if suitable conditions for storage are used, protected from light and heat [84]. This loss of freshness or aging in VOO can be monitored by measuring any parameter that is sensitive to some degradation that inevitably occurs during storage. The values of parameters and their kinetic variations will depend on both the operative conditions, essentially the temperature, and on the compositional characteristics of the oil matrix. Some studies on actual modification of these parameters have been reported, which have led to develop some empirical models able to perform predictions under specific conditions. One more advanced step in this area is the development of kinetic models, capable of predicting the evolution of the selected parameter, not only under specific conditions, but in terms of the different variables that affect storage.

The chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments can be good tracers of storage conditions and preservation of VOO, as they are quite sensitive to operational factors such as temperature, light, and oxygen. The kinetic and thermodynamic parameters related to the oxidation of the main chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments have been characterized by thermodegradation studies of VOO at different temperatures and in the absence of light and oxygen. First-order kinetics of an irreversible reaction mechanism was determined appropriate to describe the thermal degradation of pheophytin a [85], lutein, β-carotene, and β-cryptoxanthin [86], as well as the epoxidized xanthophylls, neoxanthin, violaxanthin, and mutatoxanthin [87]. Details have been reviewed by Gandul-Rojas et al. [5].

A complex kinetic mechanism of parallel and consecutive reactions has been proposed for pheophytin a (phy a) degradation (Figure 9) [85]. Of these competitive reactions, the formation of pyropheophytin a (pyphy a) shows significantly higher kinetic constants in dark conditions and in the absence of air. This result confirms that pyphy a could be a good chemical marker for monitoring the aging of VOO during storage in dark conditions. Oxygen availability is a critical factor in the allomerization reactions that give rise to 13β-OH-pheophytin a and 15β-OH-lactone-pheophytin a. Allomerization takes place via mechanisms involving free radicals [88] and are, therefore, favored when VOO is exposed to the air [89]. The final reactions that produce colorless compounds are prevalent when VOO is exposed to the light and the chlorophyllic structure is photo-oxygenated by a singlet oxygen [90] due to its photosensitizing capability [88] through a self-destruction mechanism of porphyrins.
An isokinetic study compared the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of three VOO matrices obtained from olive fruits of distinct levels of maturity and with a different pigment content (high, medium, or low); it demonstrated that the oil matrix does not significantly affect the reaction mechanisms that predominate in dark conditions and in conditions of limited oxygen availability [85]. Consequently, the kinetic parameters obtained as a function of the temperature (according to the Arrhenius equation) could be used to develop mathematical models to predict the formation of pyrophy a (Figure 9), the Z isomers of lutein, and 5,8-furanoid xanthophylls, in addition to the global degradation of carotenoids to colorless products [86, 87, 91]. In contrast, the mechanism for the formation of 13\textsubscript{2}-OH-pheophytin is affected by the composition of VOO, which is logical due to the presence of compounds that act as radical scavengers in VOO that can partially inhibit the mechanism of degradation by free radicals. A clear relationship between the content of radical scavengers and the formation of OH-phy in VOO stored in darkness has not been found [92]. A marked effect of temperature has been discovered for the thermodegradation reactions of pigments in VOO, and perhaps contrary to
what one might expect, the kinetic constants for the degradation of the carotenoid fraction were about 3.6-fold higher than for the chlorophyll fraction, demonstrating a structure that is more stable against discoloration. Likewise, higher activation energy in chlorophylls indicates that a lower increase of temperature is needed in order to increase the kinetic constants for the carotenoid fraction [91].

4.3. Role of the chlorophylls in the photo-oxidation of virgin olive oil

VOO is one of the vegetable oils most resistant to oxidation due to its composition of triacylglycerols low in polyunsaturated fatty acids and the presence of natural antioxidants [93]. However, it also contains other minor compounds such as chlorophyllic pigments, which can have a catalytic effect on the oxidation of VOO in the presence of light [94]. The possible participation of the chlorophylls and their derivatives in the photo-oxidation of VOO has been studied by several groups. Initial investigations were carried out with bleached olive oil, to which compounds including chlorophyll a, pheophytin a and b, and others were added, demonstrating the capacity of these pigments to act as photosensitizers and promote the oxidation of the oil in the presence of light [95]. In a later study, Gutiérrez et al. [96] did not observe any pro-oxidant effects when chlorophylls a and b were added to a real VOO system that was maintained for three months under artificial light. The authors concluded that the effect of the light itself caused a greater oxidation of the oil than the added chlorophylls, with the chlorophyllic pigments totally destroyed after one week in these study conditions. Nevertheless, the authors did find a slight antioxidant effect when the same VOO system was maintained in dark conditions, with a more pronounced effect for chlorophyll a than for chlorophyll b. Other later studies carried out with VOOs have found a positive influence of the chlorophyllic pigments on the photo-oxidation of oils subjected to different conditions of light and storage times [90, 97, 98]. In relation to this result, Psomiadou and Tsimidou [90] suggested a concentration-dependent photosensitizing activity for pheophytin a that is favored by the availability of oxygen.

4.4. Pigment profiles as authenticity and freshness indices of virgin olive oil

The qualitative changes in the profiles of chlorophyllic and carotenoid pigments, namely their structural transformations to other detectable colored compounds during the oil extraction process, were described in Section 4.1. Such modifications leave a signature specific for a product and they can be used as an index of its authenticity and quality (Figure 8) [28, 99]. Beside the basic profile of pigments common to all VOOs, the presence of specific pigments, such as de-esterified chlorophyllic derivatives, α-carotene, or esterified xanthophylls, is a good marker of the varietal origin of the oil [28, 59]. Moreover, three ratios have been proposed to determine the authenticity and correct processing of Spanish VOOs [28, 99]. The genuine pigment profile of the fresh VOO is modified also during its storage, and it is therefore a good indicator of the suitability of the conditions employed in the preservation of the product [100].

For commercial olive oil products (a mix of VOO and refined olive oil), different intensities of the sensory characteristics can be obtained depending on the proportion of VOO. As such, we can find olive oils labeled as intense flavor or mild flavor, which should correspond to the
percentage of VOO used in the mix, although this concept is not yet regulated. The color of the VOO can range from dark green to pale yellow depending on the composition of the pigments of the olive fruit used as the raw material. As described in Section 4.1, this content is subject to wide variability—for chlorophylls between 1 and 40 mg/kg, and for carotenoids between 2 and 20 mg/kg—depending on the olive variety (of high or low pigmentation) and the stage of fruit maturity [28, 64]. Therefore, the color of bottled oil is indicative but it cannot be used to identify exactly the quantity of VOO present in the mixture. Some methods exist to determine a global quality index of olive oil color via the measurement of absorption at the wavelengths of maximum absorption of the oil against an air blank. The use of such methods allows for a measurement of the oil’s color to be made, but in no instance are valid to scientifically discriminate taste or the proportion of VOO in the mix, nor can they substitute the analysis of individual pigments as a method for the detection of the adulteration of color. In this case, only the detection of pigments outside the common profile as defined for the VOO, or changes in the aforementioned quantitative ratios of certain pigments, would indicate the color adulteration of commercialized olive oil [55,84,101].

In the list of colorants permitted by the EU for use as food additives are two natural colorants named “chlorophylls” or “natural green” (E-140i) and “copper complexes of chlorophyll” (E-141i), which are obtained by solvent extraction from different edible plant sources. The colorant compounds of E-140i—chlorophylls, pheophytins, and carotenoids—undergo the same transformations as the natural pigments of VOO. The additive E-141i, produced by the addition of copper (II) salts to the pigments causing the formation of copper–chlorophyll derivatives primarily, is preferentially used for the adulteration of olive oil because of its highly stable green color. It is not a pure compound but rather a heterogeneous mixture of chlorophyllic derivatives, whose variability depends on the starting material, the process used for its synthesis, and even the particular commercial batch. In any case, analysis of different commercial samples of the colorant E-141i [101] showed that more than 76% of the compounds were copper–chlorophyll derivatives, with the major component being Cu–pyropheophytin a. Of the chlorophyllic pigments present in the colorant E-141i, 99.6% are not found in olive oil; therefore, a simple detection of one of these compounds in olive oil would reveal the oil’s adulteration.

A maximum allowable level of copper-chlorophyll derivatives cannot be set for edible oils in general. This is because the detection of these copper–chlorophyll derivatives in VOO is indicative of adulteration by E-141i addition [101], yet this claim cannot be made for olive pomace oil. In this case, it is possible for copper–chlorophyll derivatives to form “natural” complexes via reactions between the chlorophyll pigments and copper from the olive pulp under acidic conditions during the storage and/or drying of the raw material (olive pomaces) (Figure 7). These fat-soluble compounds could be transferred to the crude oil during the extraction process and are not completely removed during the refining step (industrial sector private reports). At present, there is no regulation for these refined oils and the detection of copper–chlorophyll in refined olive pomace oil is necessary but not sufficient to certify that the oil has been adulterated by the addition of colorant E-141i.
The fraudulent use of yellow colorants has also been reported. The most likely additives to be used are the carotenes (E-160a) and lutein (E-161b) due to their structural similarity to the carotenoids naturally present in VOO. Cases have been reported of commercialized olive oils where minor xanthophylls were not detected and β-carotene or lutein was found exclusively (or at percentages greater than 90%). This quantitative profile of carotenoids is not within the margins defined for VOO [15, 28] and indicates adulteration by the addition of the colorants E-160a or E-161b, respectively. In other cases, esterified lutein has been detected with spectroscopic characteristics identical to those of free lutein but with different chromatographic properties due to the less polar nature. Lutein is susceptible to esterification with fatty acids on the two hydroxyl groups of its structure; this process, however, does not occur in the olive fruit (see Section 2.2)—despite its high content in fatty acids—as the fruit has a typical non-carotenogenic metabolism, and lutein and xanthophylls remain unesterified. Thus, the presence of esterified lutein in VOO is indicative of the addition of the colorant E-161b.

The qualitative pigment profile of genuine VOO is affected by the small degree of degradation of the oil that can take place during its storage, even under appropriate storage conditions—in darkness and at a controlled temperature [100, 102]. In general, all the degradation reactions that began during the oil extraction progress during its storage; the carotenoid pigment fraction is affected by geometric isomerization (Z/E isomerizations); 5,6-epoxide is transformed to 5,8-furanoid xanthophylls; degradation of pigments gives colorless products. Mainly in the chlorophyllic pigments fraction, pheophytinization is completed and a certain grade of allomerization continues. Beside, a new reaction commences: pyropheophytinization (Figure 8), which has been found to be strongly affected by temperature (Section 4.2). Pyphy (PP) content is a highly variable parameter that depends not only on the operating conditions (time and temperature) but also on the initial amount of pheophytin a (P) in the starting oil. This compound is the precursor pigment for PP and is associated with variety and ripening degree [100]. However, when the PP content is expressed as percentage (PPP), with respect to the sum of PP+P, the parameter shows a considerably lower variation margin. In oils stored at controlled temperatures of 15°C, less than 3% of PPP are formed after a year [100], whereas at an average annual temperature of 22°C, the compound can reach values of 7–14% [102]. Therefore, the PPP parameter has been suggested as a chemical marker for monitoring the degradation of VOO [89, 100, 103].

Traditionally, the presence of pyropheophytins in foods of plant origin has been associated with heat treatments of cooking or conservation [104], and in this sense, their presence in VOOs is related with “deodorato” or deodorized olive oils [105, 106]. PP becomes the major chlorophyllic derivative in olive oil that has been thermally treated by deodorization to eliminate organoleptic defects, and its percentage content can reach values of 60% and above. Milder treatments of physical distillation to eliminate slight sensory defects—in conditions of low temperature (<100°C), and under a current of nitrogen and vacuum (2–6 mbar)—to produce what is known as “deodorato” oil, reduce this pyropheophytinization reaction while the other chemical parameters remain unaltered [107]. Therefore, the PPP has also been suggested as a chemical marker of VOO thermal treatments [108]. These results have prompted researchers to study the kinetic behavior of chlorophyll pigments [85] to establish a prediction model of
PPP evolution over time as a function of temperature (Figure 9) [102]. The model obtained can be applied to establish a best-before date or shelf life of the VOO, a statement obligatory in the label accordance with the latest regulations [109]. Although this initiative is positive, one must not forget the complexity of putting the model into practice, given that the best-before date requires studies of the shelf life so that the legislator has elements of technical and scientific judgment to support the established timescales. Therefore, the availability of a scientific basis to determine the best-before date for the product is important for the olive oil sector.

In the aforementioned regulations, the inclusion of any special storage conditions for the VOO, such as “must be stored away from light and heat” is also obligatory on the label [84]. The chlorophyllic pigments are quite sensitive to both factors, and therefore, the pigments are good markers of the storage/conservation conditions of VOO. The best-before for VOO is the period in which the oil can be maintained—in the specified storage conditions—without losing optimal quality. Although PPP is not a parameter that is directly related to the sensory quality of VOO, it has been demonstrated to be a good chemical marker to trace the oil’s storage conditions. As such, and in the absence of scientific studies that describe the kinetic behavior of the chemical components responsible for the positive and negative attributes used in the evaluation of the organoleptic quality of VOO, PPP could be a very useful tool for establishing a best-before date. Although the freshness of oil does not necessarily mean that the oil has a high quality, it is indisputable that a high-quality VOO (ExtraVOO) loses freshness during storage and, in parallel, it loses their quality because their positive or desirable sensory descriptors will also decrease in intensity over time [110, 111]. The oil can even develop a sensory defect in which case, it would lower the commercial category “extra virgin” (EVOO) to “virgin” (VOO). These sensory changes are strongly influenced by temperature and illumination degree, and PPP may be an indirect marker of such changes.

An analysis of PPP in the initial EVOO (before it is bottled) permits, in accordance with the predicted model established by Aparicio-Ruiz et al. [102] (Figure 9), the calculation of the storage time remaining for the oil (protected from the heat and light), to exceed a PPP limit established by the regulations, and gives a specific best-before date for each oil. What limit will be set as the standard? It could be the level that an EVOO reaches a year after its production—if it is stipulated that this is the time in which the EVOO loses its sensory quality. In accordance with this proposition, the maximum limit of PPP can be established at around 14%, in accordance with the study of storage carried out for monovarietal EVOOs obtained from different olive varieties and at distinct ripening degrees [102], and which served to validate the mathematical prediction model of PPP. In Australia, a limit for PPP ≤17 has been included in the olive oil standards [112]. A study from the Davis University aimed to correlate sensory and chemistry results [113] revealed that of 141 samples of commercial EVOO that failed the sensory standard, few samples (at most 29) failed some IOC chemical standards, while more samples (67 and 68) failed the additional chemical tests (diacylglycerols and PPP, respectively) adopted by Australia [112]. If the PPP standard ≤17 is decreased to ≤15 according to the German Society for Fat Science (DGF) [114], the number of failed samples increases to 83.

The mathematical model for PPP provides the producer and/or wholesaler with a tool to determine the speed of the pyropheophytinization reaction as a function of temperature and
the storage conditions that can delay it, facilitating the distinction between aged oil and oil that has been heat-treated. If the storage location of an EVOO, and therefore the temperatures reached during the storage period, is known, it is possible to calculate the estimated PPP and compare it to the experimental value obtained by chemical analysis. An experimental value higher than the theoretical value could indicate that the VOO has not been sheltered from heat and light or has been submitted to a mild deodorization treatment.

The quantitative pigment analysis in the VOO is usually carried out by HPLC with visible detection. This subject has been reviewed by Gandul-Rojas et al [5]. PP and P show the same response signal with a UV–vis detector because both compounds have identical electronic absorption spectrum. Since PPP is a relative parameter, independent of the absolute PP amounts, it can be directly obtained from the ratio between the peak areas that correspond to P and PP in the chromatogram, and the calibration process is not essential. However, there are wide differences between the limit of quantification (LOQ) of the different methods proposed for the analysis of PPP which depend mainly on the system used for purification and concentration of the sample prior to the chromatographic analysis.

The LOQ is an important aspect when the oil is stored in adverse conditions such as unprotected from light. These conditions cause a pigment photo-oxidation to colorless products but surprisingly a rapid increase in PPP is also observed [111]. This result is not due to an increase of PP content but to a faster degradation of P than PP. It is important to note that the oil storage during long time under light conditions can decrease the PP content so much that its analytical detection is impossible, and PPP may result in an erroneous value of 0 (industrial sector private reports).

A marked effect of temperature on the rate of degradation reactions is also observed for the carotenoid pigments fraction, and some ratios, such as the percentage of lutein Z isomers, or the percentage of neochrome, could be suggested as chemical markers to monitor the degradation of VOO, as “freshness indicators” [86, 87]. The presence of certain geometric isomers of carotenoids in foods is also related with heat processing. Reaction conditions similar to those utilized in the mild deodorization of VOO are sufficient to significantly increase the percentage of lutein Z isomers [86] or the 5,8-furanoid isomer of neoxanthin, namely neochrome [87]. This has indicated the need for some criteria as markers of VOO heat treatment, in addition to the marker established by the chlorophyllic pigments fraction (PPP) [102]. The kinetic behavior of the isomerization of the carotenoid pigments in olive oil has been studied and mathematical models for the prediction of their evolution over time as a function of temperature has been established [86, 87].
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